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Our Profile

Chief Fire is an American manufacturer
located in the Greater Philadelphia area.
Our mission is to develop and deliver the
most innovative and performance driven hazard
control solutions in the world. Our specialized team
of engineers work tirelessly to provide a tailored
solution to the customer.
Celebrating five years in 2016, Chief has had a
singular mission to meet the customer’s needs in
the field, not the boardroom. Through challenging
product development schedules and demanding
field environments, our unique experience has
reinforced an energetic and capable foundation for
success. Hazard control, especially fire fighting, is
a fast evolving industry. With constantly growing
threats and dwindling budgets, we all demand more
of our equipment and its respective manufacturers.
We are here to meet and exceed your demand.

our mission

Chief has a singular mission to meet the
customer’s needs in the field. At the end of
the day our products performance during emergency
situations is what matters most. We are committed
to designing and delivering the highest quality
fire fighting equipment in the world. With Chief’s
experience in the field and willingness to listen to
feedback from our customers, Chief will continue to
provide products that will always be dependable.

Our aim

Chief designs and manufactures a variety
of mobile industrial fire fighting apparatus
including custom high
volume pumping
systems, frontline mobile monitors, tactical support
systems and specialty control systems. Additionally,
Chief develops fixed system technology for
commercial and industrial fire suppression. As evident
through generations of fire fighting throughout the
world, the standard product is not always the answer.
Impossible scenarios are the mother of ingenious
solutions. Chief Fire was born of the same scenario.
Our team is tenacious in its pursuit of excellence.
We continually strive to lead innovation through
progressive engineering research, field evolutions
and close customer relationships.

Chief has a singular mission to meet the
customer’s needs in the field. At the end of the day our
products performance during emergency situations is what
matters most. We are committed to designing and delivering
the highest quality fire fighting equipment in the world. With
Chief’s experience in the field and willingness to listen to
feedback from our customers, Chief will continue to provide
products that will always be dependable.

our goal

At Chief Fire our goal is to be great. We want
to be the go to for any and all engineering
and manufacturing needs within the hazard control
industry. Chief Fire wants to be know as the most
trustworthy and dependable hazard control business
within our market. We want to work with our
customers, and listen to their feedback. Then we will
build solutions that meet their specific needs.

Our employees

Here at Chief Fire we feature a team of
highly qualified and creative engineers. We
are a specialized team with backgrounds
not only in the hazard control industry, but many
other industries in addition to our hazard control
experience. The backgrounds of our engineers helps
to cultivate an environment where ideas are our focal
point, and that no idea is too big or too small when
it comes to product improvement. Because at the
end of the day our employees want to build the best
product possible.

Chief fire offers a variety of high quality
industrial firefighting products
High Flow Systems
Monitors
Nozzles
Control Systems
Foam Proportioning
Support Equipment
for more info go to www.chief-fire.com

